
PART III

INTRODUCTION TO
MASSACHUSETT (NATICK) GRAMMAR

A reprint of

:

John Eliot (1666). The Indian Grammar Begun; or, an Essay to Bring The Indian

Language into Rules for the Help of Such as Desire to Learn the Same for the

Furtherance of the Gospel Among Them. Cambridge, MA: Marmaduke Johnson,

(abridged). [Courtesy of the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University.]

The reprint of Eliot's The Inlian Grammar was made from 35mm film converted to

electrostatic prints by Micro Image III, Inc. of Everett, MA, and then photocopied. The photocopy

was illegible in a number of places. It vas decided that the abridged text should be retyped since it

is so important for readers to understand the bare elements of Natick grammar provided by Eliot.

Adherence to the original text was maintained as much as possible. Uninformative Latin phrases

and the like were omitted and replaced by the ellipsis (...). A few printer's errors were corrected in

the reproduced text. The special digraph (oo ) is replaced by the infinity sign, »
See SOURCES for three different versions of "Eliot's Grammar". See GLOSSARY

OF GRAMMATICAL TERMS for unfamiliar terms in Reverend Eliot's essay.



Grammar is the Art or Rule ofSpeaking.

There be two parts of Grammar:
1

.

The Art of making words.

2. The Art of ordering words for speech.

TU . r t
• i f 1 . By various articulate sounds.

The art of making words, is L n
;

, c *_°
[2. By regular composing or them.

Articulate sounds are composed into |t^ ,

The various articulate sounds must be distinguished

R f Names.
y [Characters.

These Names and Characters do make the Alpha-bet.

Because the English Language is the first, and most attainable Language which the

Indians learn, he is a learned man among them, who can Speak, Reade, and Write the

English Tongue.

I therefore use the same Characters which are of most common use in our English

Books; viz. the Roman and Italick Letters.

Also our Alpha-bet. is the same with the English, saving in these few things

following.

1. The difficulty of the Rule about the Letter [c], by reason of the change of its

sound in the five sounds, ca ce ci co cu ; being sufficiently helped by the Letters [k and

s.]: We therefore lay the Letter [c], saving in [ch]\ of which there is frequent use in the

Language. Yet I do not put it out of the Alpha-bet, for the use of it in other Languages, but

the Character [ch] next to it, and call it [chee].

2. I put [i] Consonant into our Alpha-bet, and give it the Character [/], and call it ji

or [gi], as this Syllable soundeth in the English word [giant]; and I place it next after [/

vocal]. And I have done thus, because it is a regular sound in the third person singular in

the Imperative Mode of Verbs, which cannot well be distinguished without it: though I

have sometimes used [gh] instead of it, but it is harder and more inconvenient. The proper

sound of it is, as the English word [age] soundeth. See it used Genes. 1 .3, 6, 9, 11.

3. We give (v) Consonant a distinct name, by putting together (lif) or (uph), and

we never use it, save when it soundeth as it doth in the word (save, have), and place it next

after (u vocal.) Both these Letters (u Vocal, and v Consonant) are together in their proper

sounds in the Latine word (uva a Vine).

4. We call w (wee) because our name giveth no hint of the power of its sound.

The consonants (/. n. r.) have such a natural coincidence, that it is an eminent

variation of their dialects.

We Massachusetts pronounce the n. The Nipmuk Indiands pronounce /. And the

Northern Indians pronounce r. As instance:

We say Anu'm {um produced)

Nipmuck, Alum
Northern, Aru'm

A Do£> So in most words.

Our Vocals are five: a e i o w. Diphthongs, or double sounds, are many, and of

much use.
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ai au ei ee eu eau 01 Oo <».

Especially we have more frequent use of [o and oo] than other Languages have:

and our [«>] doth always sound as it doth in these English words (moody, book).

We use onely two Accents, and but sometime. The Acute(( ) to shew which

Syllable is first produced in pronouncing of the word; which if not attended, no Nation

can understand their own Language ...

6 produced with the accent, is a regular distinction betwixt the first and second

persons plural of the Suppositive Mode; as

fNaumog, Ifwe see : (as in Log.)

[Naumo'g, Ifye see : (as in Vogue)

The other Accent is (
A
), which I call Nasal; and it is used onely upon (6) when it is

sounded in the Nose, as oft it is; or upon (a) for the like cause.

This is a general rule, When two (o o) come together, ordinarily the first is

produced; and so when two (<») are together.

All the Articulate sounds and Syllables that ever I heard (with observation) in their

Language, are sufficiently comprehended and ordered by our Alpha-bet, and the Rules here

set down.

Character.



3. Lcetation and Joy: of which kinde of sounds our

Mustek and Song is made.

4. Ululation, Howling, Yelling, or Mourning: and of that kind of sound is

their Musick and Sewg made.

In which kinde of sound they also hallow and ca//, when they are most vociferous.

And that it is thus, it may be perceived by this, that their Language is so full of (°°)

and 6 Nasal,

They have Harmony and Tunes which they sing, but the matter is not in Meeter.

They are much pleased to have their Language and Words in Meeter and Rithme,

as it now is in The Singing Psalms in some poor measure, enough to begin and break the

ice withall: These they sing in our Musicall Tone.

So much for the Sounds and Characters.

Nowfollows the Consideration o/Syllables, and
the Arto/Spelling.

The formation of Syllables in their Language, doth in nothing differ from the

formation ofSyllables in the English, and other Languages.

When I taught our Indians first to lay out a Word into Syllables, and then according

to the sound of every Syllable to make it up with the right Letters, viz. if it were a simple

sound, then one Vocall made the Syllable; if it were such a sound as required some of the

Consonants to make it up, then the adding of the right Consonant either before the

Vocall, or after it, or both. They quickly apprehend and understand this Epitomie of the

Art of Spelling, and could soon learn to Reade.

The Men, Women, and up-grown Youth do thus rationally learn to Reade: but the

Children learn by rote and custome, as other Children do.

Such as desire to learn this Language, must be attentive to pronounce right,

especially to produce that syllable that is first to be produced; then they must Spell by Art,

and accustome their tongues to pronounce their Syllables and Words; then learn to reade

such Books as are Printed in their Language. Legendo, Scribendo, Locquendo, are the

three means to learn a Language.

So Much for the Rule ofMaking Words.

Nowfollows the Ordering of them for Speech.

The several sorts of words are called Parts ofSpeech, which are in number Seven.

1. The Pronoun.

2. The Noun. 3. The Adnoun, or Adjective.

4. The Verb. 5. The Adverb.

6. The Conjunction.

1. The Interjection.

Touching these several kindes of Words, we are to consider,
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